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sea lion corporation
notice to the shareholders

1994 annualanimal meeting
november 171719951995

traditional council building
hooper bay alaska

board of directors proposes to bring before the shareholders

the following

1 election of seven 7 directors
2 reports of the status of the corporation
3 transaction of such other business as may properly

come before the meeting or at any adjournment thereof

annual meeting door prizes will be offered to those proxies

who have voted if you cannot be at the meeting be sure to

fill out the proxy form that you will be receiving by mail and
return it as soon as possible
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the anchorage convention & visitors bureau and the entire community welcomes you to this years
alaska federation of natives convention and welcomes you back to anchorage throughout the year
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Alaskas best shopping

all your shopping needs are covered in anchorage with alaskasalanskas best malls discount shopping and

clothing

anchorage arts
from the phantom of the opera to anchorage opera the preservation hall jazz band to anchorage
symphony and a wondrous selection of plays on local stages anchorage keeps you entertained

great dining

anchorage restaurants run the gamut from french cajun and continental to burgers and ribs we

have something for all tastes

on your next trip to anchorage stop by our logIDS cabin visitor information center at 4thath avenue and

Fr street for a copy of our seasons of savings brochure
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